CONVERGENCE OF INFINITE EXPONENTIALS
WITH COMPLEX ELEMENTS
W. J. THRON

Let {/n(z)} be a sequence

of exponential
tn(z)

= ea"*

where the an are arbitrary complex numbers
axis. Next define inductively
Tk.m(z) = tk(Tk+i,m(z)),

functions

Tm+i,m(z) = z,

not on the negative

real

1 g k ^ m + 1, m §: 1,

and set
Tn(z) = Ti,„(z).

The sequence { Tn(l)} will then be called an infinite exponential.
infinite exponential is frequently written as

An

b->

bi
where a„ = log bn. (Wherever
the logarithm
is used in this article it is
understood
to be the principal branch of the function.)
However,
this way of writing an infinite exponential
is ambiguous
since it is
not clear what value of z is to be used, and since different choices of z
may lead to different convergence behavior of the sequence. Instead
of 2=1, we could have used 2 = 0 without affecting the convergence
behavior of a given infinite exponential
since 7\,(0) = F„_i(l).
The purpose of this article is to prove the following theorem.

Theorem.

An infinite exponential

converges if for all n^l

I On| ^ e-1.
The value u to which the infinite exponential

condition
| log M| ^ 1.
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For real an this result is due to Barrow [l], who also coined the
term "infinite exponential."
For all bn = b the problem goes back to

Seidel [3] and Eisenstein.
In the proof we employ a modification of a method developed by
the author and others to obtain convergence region criteria for continued fractions. Let U be the region consisting of all u satisfying the
condition
| log u | is 1.

Now introduce

ueu

U

(By f(U) we mean the set of all complex numbers f(u), uGU.) The
set A then consists of those and only those elements a for which, for
any arbitrary element w2 of U, there exists another element UiGU

such that
log Mi
a = -

•
u2

This definition

of A insures that

tn(U)GU,

ilanGA.

It is easily verified that, for the given set U, the set A consists
those and only those elements a for which

We now assume

that

of

for all «^ 1, \an\ ^e~1. Let C be the boundary

of Uand
Uk,m = Tk,m(U),
We easily see that

z£C

Ck,m = Tk,m(C).

if and only if z = reie, where
r = e±ci-eV/2;

|0|

-g L

The facts that tn( U) C U and 1 £ U then help to establish the following relations:

Uk,m+1C Uk,mC V,

T„(l) G U\,n C Ui,m,

n ^ m.

Since the sets Cy.,mare all simple, closed, and rectifiable curves we can
introduce l(Ck,m), the length of C*,m. It is then clear that the diameter
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of Uk.m is less than

| r,(l)

[December

l(Ck,m) and therefore

- Tn+P(l) | < l(Ci,m)

Hence the sequence

{ F„(l))

converges,

\imm_,x l(Ci,m) =0.

provided

verges must be in Usince
show that lim/(Ci,m)=0

iorn^m

satisfies the Cauchy
The

and p ^ 0.

criterion

value

and thus

to which

it con-

Tn(l)E U, for all »^1, and U is closed. To
we make use of the well known formula

(see for example [3, p. 155])
/(Ci,m) = I | T'm(z)| | dz\ .
Jc
We now split C into two arcs. Let C'(m) be that part of C for which
\z\ ^e(l—m~112), and let C"(m) be the remainder of C. We then

have

l(Ci,m)= f

| fm(z)\ \dz\ + f

Now t'm(z)=ameamZ, so that

for all amEA,

| fm(z)| \dz\.

zEU\t'm(z)\

sgl.

It follows

that

I

| F,'„(2)\\dz\

^ l(C"(m))

J C"(.m)

and thus tends to zero as m tends to infinity. To approximate
the
first integral we observe that for zEC^m, where C£,m= Tk,m(C(m)),
we have
wj1'2 4- m — &

| 2 | ^ erk ^ e->
m112 + m — k + 1

To establish

&=l,---,*n+l.

this we note that

en g ('"'"V,

1 ^ A ^ w,

and hence
r4 5S er*+i-1.

Now rm+i = 1 —m~112, so the formula holds for this value of k. To
prove it for the remaining k, we recall that for all w>0 (l + l/n)n<e
and hence e~'< (1 +l/n)~n,
and proceed as follows:
fk

<

gr/fc+l-l

<

g-ll(mll2+m-k)

< [(1 + l/(m + m-

t))-o»l'*+--»)]i/(-,',+-^)

w1/2 + m — k

m112 + m — k + 1
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Now

|

| T'm(z)| | dz\ = f

J C"(m)

J C'(m)

f[\

t'k(Tk+i,m(z))
\\dz\

k=l
m

g liC'im)) II

max

| t'k(z)\

k=i '6C't+i,m
m

^ KC'im)) II il/e)e^m+m-k-x)l^U2+m-k)
k=i
m

= KC'im))II e-1'^1'^-*'
fc=l

= /(c'(w))n(-wTi:—tzt
a-=i \w1/2 + m — k +
= liC'im))mll2/iml/2

1/

+ m)

< liQmr1!2.
This shows that this integral, and hence /(&,„,), tends to zero as m
tends to infinity. The proof of the theorem is now complete. We conclude by observing that our proof could have been greatly simplified
if we had been content with proving that the infinite exponential
converges for \an\ tse~l(l— e), where e>0 can be chosen arbitrarily

small.
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